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HIV / Aids Prevention Programme for Youth at Risk

An Overview of current and planned projects

Introduction: 

In addition to the millions who are infected with HIV or suffer from Aids, nearly
everyone in some way or another in this country is affected by the epidemic. 
Studies and reports on HIV/Aids point out that a strong emphasis on prevention is
the only way to control and reduce the outbreak and to be able to provide care for
the many already infected.
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The following is an expose outlining a 
framework for HIV/Aids prevention, utilizing
specific educational modules and sports, 
arts and culture (recreational activities). This
expose is based on recommendations from
Marian Goodman, EDUCO, Julia Willand, 
IMCOSA, Derek Joubert, ASSET 
(Association for Educational Transformation), 
Prof. Pumla Gobodo - Madikizela, 
Department of Psychology, University of 
Cape Town (UCT) and Elke Geising, Nala -
Partners for Entrepreneurship.



Programme Positioning

At the core of the envisaged support programme must be the theme of empowering
young people with a rounded sense of self identity and self responsibility imparting
the knowledge that they are responsible and take charge of their lives.

During the long and traumatizing years of Apartheid, people's sense of self worth, 
self esteem and the sense of responsibility for one's life were thoroughly destroyed. 
Specific and well focused educational and recreational (sports) programmes
targeting at risk youth must therefore be underpinned by life skills development and 
ongoing mentoring.

Poverty is another key contributor to the spread of HIV/Aids. Young people in poor
communities do not have access to life enhancing activities. Opportunities for finding
pleasure and self fulfillment by engaging in a variety of recreational activities such as 
sports, arts, dance, music lessons and many more are not available or accessible to 
poor youngsters. Thus, often the only sources of 'meaningful' recreational
engagement is unsafe (as condom use is unpopular) sex.

Therefore, a major thrust of prevention programmes needs to be the focus on "let's
use our bodies differently - in a healthy and life force building way". Sports activities
represent a powerful opportunity in this regard. Sports and recreation offer new
avenues of expression for poor youngsters.

Furthermore, linking Sports, Arts and Culture and Education can then become a 
powerful model for re-focusing HIV/Aids education in an innovative way. As an 
example, after school or during holidays, kids will be able to participate in soccer
(perhaps soccer for girls as well, as empowerment), volleyball or other recreational
events.

Research into the effects of the traumatic impact of HIV/Aids and how to cope with
its impact could become an ongoing component. It helps to develop successful
coping and intervention models. For example, a UCT research project interviewed
HIV positive young women and examined the impact of disclosure. In so many cases, 
people are afraid to be tested and when they are, do not disclose out of fear of 
rejection. They attempt to cope with the traumatic experience on their own or often
simply give up and their lives disintegrate.
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Several powerful testimonials were given in this study whereby early disclosure was 
experienced by the afflicted women as a powerful way of being set free with the 
result that they became actively involved in HIV/Aids prevention and assumed
community leadership roles. The UCT research team is continuously working on 
harnessing the psychological power of disclosure and developing models for
'training' people how to disclose, improve their health coupled with the transformation
into a healthy lifestyle and attitude. Accelerating disclosure and channeling it's
positive energies has the added effect of increasing the chance of effective early
treatment and reducing costly care requirements for the terminally ill. 

Young people, who have successfully completed their Matric education (High School 
equivalent), changed their outlook on life and took responsibility were interviewed
about what support they experienced as critical. They unanimously stated that in 
addition to quality education, life skill development, access to recreational activities
and ongoing mentoring were critical elements for their successful transformation.
The following provides an overview of the key components, which the local
programme development team has identified for recommendation for the HIV/Aids 
prevention and support campaign. A detailed description follows. 
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Programme Partners

For the delivery of services Nala - Partners for Entrepreneurship, ASSET and 
EDUCO, three well established and successful service providers are the initial 
project partners. The team will combine their capabilities to support youth at risk with
educational tutoring (Saturday School - ASSET) and leadership and personal 
development support (EDUCO). Additionally, ASSET will lead the development
sports programmes. ASSET and EDUCO will combine forces to deliver HIV/Aids 
counseling to all youth enrolled.
. 
Nala - partners for Entrepreneurship will provide business mentoring and start up 
support for those wishing and able to start their own mall business and thus generate
income. 

Additionally, Nala - Partners, a section 21 company will assume good governance
responsibility representing the interest of German funding partners. It is envisaged
that additional project partners will be selected as the project grows. We propose to 
create a Steering Committee to guide the programme implementation and expansion.

ASSET - Association for Educational Transformation

ASSET provides an educational service for 2500 young people annually who live in 
the impoverished townships and informal settlements surrounding Cape Town. 
These learners are approaching the end of their schooling; generally have little
knowledge of the world of work; attend under-resourced schools which fail to prepare
them adequately for the final examination; and also have little opportunity for
recreational activities. They are fast becoming sexually active and are most affected
by the HIV/AIDS epidemic because of lost parents, siblings, family members, friends 
and teachers.

ASSET aims to support these students academically on Saturdays and during the 
school holidays so that they can achieve the matric pass which is a passport to 
further study at tertiary level (university or technikon) and to employment.

Although the focus is on education, ASSET also strives to help the young people in 
its care with other issues facing them, particularly the HIV/AIDS epidemic, and 
career guidance and the world of work. ASSET aims to provide an oasis where
young people can take stock of themselves and the world around them, take
measures to address their problems and begin to make appropriate and meaningful
decisions for the future.
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ASSET is also able to provide financial support 
for about 120 of the learners each year to 
enable them to take up places for study at 
university. A concern, however, is that funding
is presently not available for many more
learners who are offered places but do not the 
means to take them up. A further concern is
that only a small proportion of learners are 
offered places for tertiary study. For the rest, 
few opportunities exist.

Additional funding could provide ASSET with
the means to increase the capacity of the 
Saturday School so that more youngsters are 
reached and also to develop extensions to the 
existing programme by introducing additional 
modules such as after-school sports, 
leadership training, vocational guidance, 
mentorship and HIV/Aids counselling, some of 
which could be developed in partnership with
other organisations, such as EDUCO and 
NALA - Partners.

Additional bursary funding could enable more
young people to further their studies at tertiary
level (university) and also open up 
opportunities for non-formal training in 
entrepreneurial skills, basic technical skills and 
community service and development skills.
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EDUCO Africa

EDUCO, which is also a well established organization, focuses on life skills
development and leadership training for young people from poor communities. 
EDUCO organizes weeklong outdoor adventure and wilderness exploration
programmes, which have had a strong impact on youth development and HIV/Aids 
prevention. EDUCO's programmes could be positioned as part of the linkage of 
recreation and education and life skills development.

Mthunzi has been with EDUCO AFRICA from its beginning in 1994, and has helped
nurture its growth to its current size (24 fulltime staff of all ages and backgrounds) 
and scope (programmes for unemployed youth, orphans, child care workers, farm-
school teachers and learners, emerging leaders, juvenile offenders, gang members, 
and more). EDUCO's programmes focus on healing, empowerment, training and 
development, as South Africa seeks to build itself after the damages of Apartheid on 
the majority of its people. 

EDUCO HIV/Aids Programme

Mthunzi Funa is a man driven by a 
passionate dream - to make a difference in 
the lives of South Africans infected and 
affected by HIV/AIDS, and to help halt the 
deathly erosion by the pandemic into the 
lives of poor communities. Mthunzi is the 
founder and coordinator of Educo Africa's
HIV/AIDS Wilderness Therapy Programme 
for young people at risk. He is a graduate of 
Stellenbosch University, with over 10 years
training and expertise in outdoor experiential
education [erlebnispaedagogik] and 
wilderness-based rites of passage
[uebergangsritual] for at-risk youth. Mthunzi
is a man with a huge heart and a huge
vision, and this shows clearly in what is
being achieved with young people through
the HIV/AIDS Wilderness Programme.

Mthunzi Funa, 

EDUCO HIV Programme Coordinator
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EDUCO's HIV/AIDS Programme mostly uses the great outdoors as its classroom. 
The natural environment is so suited to the deep introspection needed for personal 
development and healing. Young people orphaned by and living with HIV/AIDS as 
well as their caregivers are given the opportunity of reflecting on, facing and 
transforming the negative experiences they encounter as victims of the disease, and 
the heavy stigma it carries in their communities and families. Every aspect of the 
wilderness experience, life skills interventions and the outdoor adventure activities of 
the programme serve as particularly powerful tools for action learning, and people's
lives are literally transformed into positive and contributive action.

During their wilderness week, HIV-positive and AIDS-affected young people address
the psychological and physical impact of the disease, and find new strength and 
energy to live life to the full. Many of them go on to become peer educators and role
models in their communities.

Every aspect of the wilderness experience, life skills interventions and the outdoor
adventure activities of the programme serve as particularly powerful tools for action
learning, and people's lives are literally transformed into positive and contributive
action.

Similarly, wilderness experiences for Caregivers of HIV-infected and affected young
people and their families provide time and space to de-stress, re-charge and develop
supportive networks so that they can continue offering the vital service they do.

EDUCO's HIV/AIDS Programme mostly uses
the great outdoors as its classroom. The 
natural environment is so suited to the deep
introspection needed for personal development
and healing. Young people orphaned by and 
living with HIV/AIDS as well as their caregivers
are given the opportunity of reflecting on, facing
and transforming the negative experiences they
encounter as victims of the disease, and the 
heavy stigma it carries in their communities and 
families.

During their wilderness week, HIV-positive and 
AIDS-affected young people address the 
psychological and physical impact of the 
disease, and find new strength and energy to 
live life to the full. Many of them go on to 
become peer educators and role models in 
their communities.
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Leadership and Personal Development

EDUCO AFRICA has a rich history of profound transformative impact on young
people's lives. Some of its programmes and partners include

EDUCO makes an ideal partner for ASSET in terms of sustainability of impact in 
guiding young people towards personal empowerment and leadership training all the 
way from achieving Matric to enrolling in university or finding employment.
Combining the support capabilities of ASSET and EDUCO, the following approach
for maximum impact has been developed for the consideration of our funding
partners.

• Skills training and learning through community service: EDUCO's 18-month 
Youth Service Programme to help matriculated but unemployed youth develop
themselves and their communities, and secure employment in so doing. 

• Emerging Leaders: development of school-going youth selected to receive the 
Desmond Tutu Emerging Leaders Awards; development of post-school youth
enrolled at the highly innovative Tsiba Education College for 4-year business
administration degrees.

• Life skills, environment, and outdoor adventure: introducing township youth to 
the rich but previously inaccessible natural environment that is their heritage, to 
the joy of the outdoors and the personal challenges of sport and adventure. 
.
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Nala - Partners for Entrepreneurship

Nala - Partners were established in 2002 in South Africa and Germany as Section 21 
Company and as a Trust. Nala - Partners aim to integrate aims of profit generation
with meaningful social engagement, offering supporters and partners opportunities
to engage in sustainable business development, transformation leadership and 
intercultural dialogue. Nala - Partners three competency areas are:

Entrepreneurship Development
Business planning, investment sourcing, customer relationship management and
mentoring for growth.

Transformation Leadership
Supporting evolving leaders in sports, culture and education as role models for future 
entrepreneurs

Intercultural Dialogue
Relationship building through custom tailored dialogue projects and knowledge
exchange programmes

Created by successful entrepreneurs and transformation leaders, Nala - Partners 
apply proven business management principles to the selection and implementation
of their projects. We view entrepreneurship and livelihood creation as an 
indispensable prerequisite for an increasingly globalised and competitive economy. 
Entrepreneurship is the engine for innovation and growth and helps to create jobs
and livelihoods.

Nala - Partners business development and mentoring programme has been
operating successfully for the past three years and supported over 20 small 
entrepreneurs with their business start up and expansion.
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EDUCO HIV/Aids Programme

In order to ensure an effective and sustainable intervention, it is vital that tools and 
systems be established from the start, to gather baseline information and then to 
monitor and evaluate programme impact. This will give guidance as to how to 
continually refine and improve what is being provided for the youth, and make sure 
that all resources are being directed for maximum positive effect.

Phase One

The target group of high risk young people to be supported in their struggle to 
prevent HIV infection and learn to cope with the disease all around them in their daily
living context will be the students enrolled in The Saturday School managed by
ASSET. At present the group supported by ASSET comprises 2500 youngsters. This
number could have been increased to 3500 in January 2005 when ASSET due to 
lack of capacity funding had to turn away 1000 young people who lined up through
the night to register for a chance for a better life.

ASSET and EDUCO in partnership will, through focus groups drawn from these 2500 
youngsters, provide workshops and experiential learning programmes that build at a 
much deeper level the life skills, self-knowledge and training needed to help them
successfully make the transition out of high school. The aim is to channel these
youngsters according to talent, interest and aspiration into specific leadership
development tracks and, with the support of our funding partners, guide them to 
excel and by that become leaders and multipliers to other members of their
communities. 

Examples of such focus groups of ASSET-enrolled youth may include:

• Leadership development - identification of leadership potential amongst
students; specific guidance and training including an EDUCO Leadership
Intensive experience in the wilderness.

• Sports and adventure - soccer, volleyball and other options offered for the 
youth to engage in as ongoing healthy activity. This aspect will build into a 
Soccer Mania, as part of a potential bilateral approach towards the German and 
South African world football events of 2006 and 2010.

• Environment - those youth who express interest in deeper understanding of 
environmental issues will be enabled to study and explore first-hand in nature 
some of the critical sustainability and lifestyle issues facing us all.
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• Entrepreneurship and Livelihood - as a critical aspect in a country of 
staggering unemployment, youth will be introduced and encouraged towards
creating their own livelihoods and creating jobs for others.

• HIV/AIDS - all ASSET youth will participate in HIV/AIDS Education and 
Awareness workshops. Further educational and therapeutic interventions, 
including the wilderness experience, will be offered for those who are HIV-
positive (voluntary disclosure) and HIV-affected by reason of parents or other
family members dying of AIDS.

• Community service - youth will be exposed to and encouraged towards the 
many opportunities that exist for them to provide meaningful service to help
their own communities. A sense of contributive citizenship will be strengthened
thereby.

• Subject-specific focus - smaller interest groups will be formed at ASSET 
around specific matriculation study subjects. These will also provide a base for
identifying potential leaders and noteworthy students for further opportunities
during the Matric year and thereafter.

Focus group members, tutors and supporters of our funders will be able to participate
in challenging week-long wilderness adventure courses. This unique experience not 
only offers participants a deeply rewarding journey into the breathtaking wilderness
of South Africa's mountain terrain, it also offers a deeply moving experience of 
empowerment, personal leadership/direction and (intercultural) dialogue. 
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• Tertiary Education (University degrees and professional careers)
ASSET presently provides bursaries for 50 alumni of the Saturday School to be
able to study at Universities or Technicons. 

• Tsiba Education College business degrees
The newly launched Cape Town campus of this excellent tertiary programme
will provide no-cost access to high quality business administration qualification. 
EDUCO already provides leadership development to all first-year students
enrolled at Tsiba, and there are ASSET graduates who part of Tsiba's 2005 first
student intake.

• Apprentice Training ( Handwerkliche Ausbildung) and Learnerships
ASSET jointly with other supporters (to be determined) is proposing to explore
the collaboration with apprentice training schools to also open on Saturdays and 
offer skills training tutorials (Saturday School expansion). Students will be
informed and directed towards the many Learnerships supported by
government throughout the sectors, which ensure training, work experience and 
financial compensation after Matric.

• Entrepreneurship Development (business start-up or livelihood creation)
Nala - Partners for Entrepreneurship in collaboration with other partners (to be
determined) proposes to offer business start-up and management tutorials to 
youngsters during the weekend (Saturday School expansion).

Phase Two

From the second half of their Matric year with ASSET, a process of screening and 
identifying students for post-school options will take place, so that they avoid falling
into the great big hole of unemployability that so many do, even once they achieve
their high school pass. These options will include:

• Sports (football and volleyball)
ASSET presently employs a sports coach who already provides football
coaching to boys and girls from the Saturday School. This programme could be
expanded with the support of our funders. The South African Olympics
women's beach volleyball team members have offered to conduct volleyball
clinics for boys and girls and assist with managing the sports programme. This
could lead towards employability in the sports coaching field.
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• Community Development and Service
EDUCO's Youth Service Programme selects unemployed youth from poor
communities who have achieved Matric but not found employment. Over 18 
months they are trained for a recognized qualification as a Community
Development Practitioner, and assisted into jobs and/or income generation.

Programme Management

Nala - Partners propose to enter into a strategic partnership with our donors and 
sponsors. The purpose of the partnership consists of Nala - Partners functioning
as the local management partner, responsible for planning and implementing the 
social responsibility programmes for international donors to this team project in 
South Africa. 
Nala - Partners were established in 
2002 in South Africa and Germany. 
Operating as a non-profit (section 21) 
company and as a trust, Nala -
Partners develop and implement
projects aimed at meaningful social
engagement. We offer our members 
and partners opportunities to engage
in sustainable business development, 
transformation leadership and 
intercultural dialogue.
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